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Abstract After slow progress in the efforts to develop
phase plates for electron microscopes, functional phase
plate using thin carbon film has been reported recently. It
permits collecting high-contrast images of close-to-life
biological structures with cryo-fixation and without stain-
ing. This report reviews the state of the art for phase plates
and what is innovated with them in biological electron
microscopy. The extension of thin-film phase plates to the
material-less type using electrostatic field or magnetic field
is also addressed.
Theoretically, electron microscopy is compatible with three
different types of phase plate: thin-film, electrostatic, and
magnetic. However, designing functional phase plates has
been an arduous process that has suffered from unavoidable
technical obstacles such as phase-plate charging and
difficulties associated with micro-fabrication of electrostatic
and magnetic phase plates. Firstly, this review introduces
phase-contrast schemes able to visualize transparent objects
usually unseen with conventional microscopic methods.
Secondly, it deals with recent studies on biological
applications ranging from proteins, viruses to cells. Thirdly,
the key technology to overcome the obstacle of phase-plate
charging—the anti-static thin-film phase plate—is reported.
Lastly, next generation phase plates to overcome the issue
of electron loss inherent in the thin-film phase plates are
discussed.
Methodology of phase plates in electron microscopy
The first phase visualization technique in optics was
innovated at the end of the nineteenth century as Schlieren
optics using the Foucault knife-edge, which halfly covers
the back-focal plane of the objective lens (Fig. 1c). The
Zernike phase contrast (ZPC; Fig. 1b) and the Smith/
Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC) methods
followed. In electron microscopy, instead, defocus phase
contrast (DPC) was devised and developed by Scherzer
which is now a standard in material electron microscopy
(Fig. 1a; Scherzer 1949). The extension of ZPC to electron
microscopy has been attempted for 60 years after the
Boersch suggestion (Boersch 1947) but only recently one
approach, using thin film phase plates, has been realized
with substantial success (Danev and Nagayama 2001). This
same group has also demonstrated a phase-plate version of
DIC (Danev et al. 2002; Fig. 1d). The typical phase
contrast, ZPC, and the oldest scheme, Schlieren optics, that
is known in the electron microscopist community as single-
sideband imaging, both can be realized with use of simple
phase plates as shown in Fig. 1. However, the Smith/
Nomarski phase contrast, DIC, does not appear to be
included in the simplest mode, as it employs a design to
insert a birefringent optical device even before the objective
lens. This methodological discord has been removed with a
novel scheme that includes a semicircular phase-plate
inserted at the back-focal-plane after the objective lens as
a spatial filter to retard the electron waves by π (180°;
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Application of thin-film phase plates to biological samples
Cryo-technique The standard method of the sample prep-
aration has been useful but also recognized troublesome by
the destructive features using fixation, dehydration, resin-
embedding, staining, and thin-sectioning. The issues inher-
ent in the traditional approach have all, but the image
contrast been solved by cryo-techniques. Rapidly frozen
ice-embedded specimens can provide close-to-life micro-
graphic images as these samples are free from artifacts
induced by the standard preparation method (Danev and
Nagayama 2004; Van Harreveld and Crowell 1964; Heuser
et al. 1979). This cryo-microscopy has been successfully
utilized in electron cryo-tomography (Beck et al. 2007);
(Deng et al. 2008) but not widely accepted partially because
of costly instrumentation but mainly due to the low image
contrast for unstained specimens.
Applications of Zernike phase-contrast TEM In ZPC, the
finite size of the central hole limits the recoverable lower
spatial frequencies. For a 300 kV TEM system, for example,
Zernike phase plate with a hole size of 0.5 μm in diameter,
results in a cut-on frequency about 0.05 nm
−1 (20 nm
−1).
Given this limitation, applications of ZPC-TEM can cover
structural studies of relatively small biological systems.
Figure 2a and b illustrate the differences between a
conventional and a ZPC image for a chaperonin protein,
GroEL. Several competing groups intensively pursued
high-resolution 3D structures of this protein with single
particle analysis based on conventional images (Fig. 2b)
(Ludtke et al. 2004; Saibil 2006; Stagg et al. 2006; Ludtke
et al. 2008). The most difficult component of the single
particle analysis when performed with the conventional
approach is the first step, identification of the images that
correspond to protein molecules. Images of ZPC have a
great advantage in this particle identification as shown in
(Fig. 2a; Danev and Nagayama 2008). The difference in the
image contrast is theoretically rationalized by the difference
in recoverable frequency components, which are character-
ized by image transfer processes with different contrast
transfer functions (CTFs) defined in the Fourier space.
Typical examples for CTFs, a sinusoidal form for the
conventional and a cosinusoidal form for ZPC are inserted
in Fig. 2a and b. Contrast transfer functions can be
experimentally determined by analyzing diffractograms as
shown in the insets of Fig. 2a and b.
Two other examples of ZPC images are shown in Fig. 2c
and d. One unresolved issue regarding endocytosis is the
determinant for the membrane invagination. Many
researchers have proposed that specific proteins mediate
this process. Images obtained by phase-contrast cryo-TEM
with a Zernike phase plate revealed that a recently
discovered protein was associated with membrane invagi-
nations (Shimada et al. 2007). Figure 2c shows a tubulate
lipid membrane tightly wrapped by a filamentous polymer
comprising a dimer of the protein, EFC/F-BA-domain. X-
ray crystallographic studies predicted that the spacing of the
polymer wrapping around lipid is about 3.5 nm, which
fairly coincided with the spacing of 4.0 nm as experimen-
tally determined (Fig. 2c).
Figure 2d shows images for influenza Aviruses in the ice-
embedded state (Yamaguchi et al. 2008). The glycoprotein
spices and the lipid layers of the viral envelope were clearly
resolved with high contrast and without CTF artifacts.
Application of Hilbert differential contrast TEM The most
striking application of HDC-TEM to biology was the
phase-contrast image of an entire cell in an ice-embedded
state (Kaneko et al. 2005, 2006; Nitta et al. 2009). These
results were completely unexpected in the TEM communi-
ty, as whole-mounted cells have been considered too thick
to be visualized without sectioning. The HDC-TEM images
display topographic features and appear similar to images
Fig. 1 Various phase plates a A
spatial filter schematic for the
defocus phase contrast (DPC). b
A spatial filter schematic for the
Zernike phase contrast (ZPC). c
A spatial filter schematic for
Schlieren optics (SO) or single-
sideband imaging (SSI). d A
spatial filter schematic for Hil-
bert differential contrast (HDC)
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copy (Danev et al. 2002) as shown in Fig. 3 (Kaneko et al.
2005). Surrounded by smooth cell walls, the thylakoid
membranes and carboxysomes are visible inside the
micrograph of HDC (Fig. 3a). These structural features
were compared with micrographs obtained with conven-
tional TEM images of ultrathin sections of chemically fixed
and resin-embedded cyanobacteria (Fig. 3c). What was
firstly recognized was the empty holes in the conventional
image as shown by an arrow in Fig. 3c. Theywereattributed
Fig. 3 TEM images (300 kV)
of a vitrified cyanobacterial cell.
a A HDC just-focused image of
an ice-embedded cyanobacterial
whole cell (Kaneko et al. 2005).
The polyphosphate bodies
(shown by an arrow) are prom-
inent among detailed ultrastruc-
tures. b A conventional TEM
image of an ice-embedded cya-
nobacterial cell for the same
view field as a defocus setting of
15 μm (Kaneko et al. 2005). c A
100 kV conventional TEM im-
age of a chemically fixed, resin-
embedded, and thin-sectioned
cell stained with uranyl acetate
and lead citrate (Kaneko et al.
2005). Polyphosphate bodies are
lost during the preparation pro-
cess. This leaves an empty hole
in the section (arrow) (Kaneko
et al. 2005)
Fig. 2 TEM images (300 kV)
for proteins and viruses. a A
ZPC image for an ice-embedded
sample of GroEL (Danev and
Nagayama 2008). The inset is a
diffractogram obtained by Four-
ier-transform of the image. A
typical cosine CTF is shown.
This can be experimentally de-
termined with the kind of dif-
fractogram shown in the inset. b
A conventional image for an
ice-embedded sample of GroEL
(Danev and Nagayama 2008).
The inset is a diffractogram
obtained by Fourier-transform of
the image. A typical sine CTF is
shown. This can be experimen-
tally determined with the kind of
diffractogram shown in the in-
set. c A ZPC image for a
tubulate membrane liposome
wrapped by a polymeric protein
fiber (Shimada et al. 2007). d A
ZPC image of ice-embedded
influenza A viruses (Yamaguchi
et al. 2008)
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clearlyvisiblewithZPCaselectrondenseobjectsasshownby
the arrow in Fig. 3a. Contrary to these two images, fine
structures inside the cell are almost invisible in the image for
ice-embedded unstained cells obtained with the conventional
method (Fig. 3b).
Workable phase plates made of carbon thin films
TEM pioneers noted that contamination on the surface of
phase plates by insulating materials was the source of the
charge. The phase plate itself is not charged when made of
a conducting material such as carbon. Efforts for hunting
after actual origins of contaminants clarified that there were
three sources for charged contaminants: organic materials,
metal oxides, and inorganic materials, which were unavoid-
ably integrated into or onto phase plates during the
fabrication procedure (Nagayama 2005). For the final
answer to settle the dilemma of fabricating or not fabricating,
they employed an old idea—electrostatic shielding. The
charge-induced potential can be shielded by wrapping charges
with conductive material such as carbon. In the final step of
phase-plate production, either sides of the phase plate, likely
contaminated with organic materials, metal oxides, or inor-
ganic materials, are coated with carbon in a vacuum
evaporator. Consequently, once grounded, the electrostatic
potentialarisingfromchargesiseliminated.Theschematicofa
three-layered phase plate constructed with a carbon wrapping
finish is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 a An electrostatic phase
plate made of a five-layered
electrode supported by three
spokes (Majorovits et al. 2007).
b An electrostatic phase plate
made of a double-layered elec-
trode supported by a single
spoke (Cambie et al. 2007). c
An example of a five-bar mag-
net (0.8 μm width and 2 mm
length) made of cobalt thin-film
deposited on a biprism
(Nagayama 2008). d A schema-
tic of an anamorphotic phase
plate. The spit-shaped device
has embedded electrodes for
application of electrostatic fields
to a high aspect ratio anamor-
photic diffraction plane electron
wave (Schröder et al. 2007)
Fig. 4 A three-layered carbon film design to avoid the charging effect in a Zernike phase plate (Nagayama 2005). Contaminants are wrapped by a
conductive carbon coat to shield the electrostatic potential
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One of the disadvantages in using thin-film phase-plates is
electron loss due to electr o ns c a t t e r i n g( D a n e va n d
Nagayama 2001). In his pioneering work, Boersch pro-
posed other options for phase plates—electrostatic potential
type. The sophisticated version of the Zernike phase plate
containing a static ring electrode that can arbitrarily control
the amount of phase shift was firstly proposed as the
numerical work (Matumoto and Tonomura 1996)a n d
recently three groups have reported that the electrostatic
phase plate is technically tractable with the use of ad-
vanced microfabrication technology (Majorovits et al.
2007; Cambie et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2006). All three
reports confirmed that the phase shift by π/2 corresponds to
ZPC, but efficient phase contrast has yet to be reported in
part due to the large outer diameter of the rings blocking the
lower frequency components (remember 0.5–1.0 μmi n
diameter for the hole of the Zernike phase plate with thin
films). In the design of these electrostatic phase plates,
except for the Berkeley group, insulators prone to be changed
are utilized to separate electrodes.
In addition to electrostatic potential, another factor that can
affect the electron phase is vector potential. The Aharonov–
Bohm (AB) effect emerged as a test to prove the reality of the
vector potential (Aharonov and Bohm 1959). A decisive
answer to this test was provided by the Hitachi group by
using a small permalloy ring perfectly shielded with a
superconducting material (Tonomura et al. 1986). In con-
nection with this elegant result, the Hitachi group proposed
to use a small permalloy ring to shift the phase of the
incident electrons by π/2, while demands to fabricate the
Zernike AB phase plate seemed to be a technical blockage.
Recently, the Nagayama group offered a solution to
overcome the technical difficulty. They proposed applying
the AB effect to the Hilbert phase plate to control the extent
of the phase change desired for HDC. One of the examples
using a thin bar magnet is shown in Fig. 5c, which has
desirable characteristics such as very small electron-
intercepting area and an exclusive usage of conducting
materials (Nagayama 2008).
Another type of material-less phase plate which was
proposed recently is the anamorphotic design (Schröder et
al. 2007). Figure 5b shows a schematic of the slit-like phase
plate which uses electrostatic fields and must be positioned at
an anamorphotic diffraction plane. Such a plane has different
magnifications in x and y directions producing a high aspect
ratio stretched diffraction pattern that must be oriented along
the slit of the phase plate. The realization of this type of
phase plate depends mainly on the ability to produce the
anamorphotic plane. It will require complicated multiple
multipole optical system, similar to the ones found in Cs and
Cc correctors, and has yet to be realized and tested.
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